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With a heart of gold and
desire to help, Gus Blass,
II made a decision along
with his wife Patricia to
give to P.A.R.K.  They did
not give toward the
operating expense or
endowment fund, but
instead created their
own benevolent fund.
Mr. & Mrs. Blass knew
from the number of
students P.A.R.K. serves,
there had and has to be
at some point a child in
need of some form of
assistance due to
circumstances beyond
their control.  Knowing
this, Mr. Blass wanted to

donate money for that sole purpose.

Mr. Blass II was presented with a plaque on his 90th
birthday which said the Gus Blass II Student Compassion
Fund has been established in his name because of his
unselfish donation and commitment to P.A.R.K. and its
students.

Many first-time home buyers go through the disappointment and the
excitement of buying that first place to call home.  The overall pressure
of dealing with a bank, title company, down payments, and warranties
alone could tire a person. However, when you’re the first-time home
buyer/builder ever in your family, it is something to brag about.

Everyone who knows me and ever heard of P.A.R.K. knows how proud I
am of my kids.  They also realize the enormous challenge that we face.
Often we think of it as being solely an academic one. Most of these first-
generation achievers are inaugurated in more than one area.  While
growing up, most of our student’s parents rented apartments or houses,
which led to generations of not understanding the important word
ownership.

In the past year, two of my P.A.R.K. sons got married to some highly
intelligent and beautiful women.  Robert Irby and Meredith Kenzie tied
the knot, and then Joshua Williams married Kim Smith.  Both young
ladies graduated from the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville.  Joshua
was the first to mention he, and his wife was building a home in
Northwest Arkansas.  Robert calls to say Happy Father’s Day and to tell
me he, and Meredith closed on their first house in Central Arkansas.  He
reflected on living in the inner city and never having known his family
to own anything.  Once again, I realize the outstanding opportunity we
give students here at P.A.R.K.; by giving them a quality education.

And, yes, I’m one proud Papa!

In 2008, Ed Choate and Delta Dental
made a vow that helped change the
life of one young man at P.A.R.K.
Mr. Choate decided that he wanted to
know the student they would sponsor
for the entire five-year commitment to
the program.  The sponsorship of a
student for five years is $4,000 per
year.  That student, Tevin Broadway,
stood in front of a packed room along
with his thirty-eight fellow classmates
and received his P.A.R.K. ring and
Bible.

Ed Choate, President of Delta Dental said, “When Delta Dental was
asked to be a P.A.R.K. sponsor, we asked which child we would be
supporting?  We believed in the great work P.A.R.K. is doing for kids
in our community but wanted a connection with a P.A.R.K. student.

Keith arranged a lunch meeting with Tevin Broadway – it was love at
first cheeseburger (and fries and dessert)!  Tevin perfectly embodies the
hopes and potential of P.A.R.K. students.  When we think about our
sponsorship, we are supporting Tevin and P.A.R.K.

  As a result, the conversation
about our continued sponsorship at P.A.R.K. takes about 5 seconds –
all we have to say is; this is for Tevin.  I would encourage sponsors to
get engaged with a P.A.R.K. student.  It makes everything P.A.R.K.
does for our community’s kids so much more meaningful.”

Thanks to Ed Choate and Delta Dental for your commitment to Tevin
and P.A.R.K.

A Great Father’s Day Gift

Tevin Broadway



In their future
Jae’son Baker  -                  Pulaski Technical

Tevin Broadway  -              Pulaski Technical

Sydnee Brown -                   Pulaski Technical

DeMarco Bullock

Teiana Carter -           Ouachita Baptist Univ.

Anthony Cloird -                 Pulaski Technical

Taylor Collins -                   P ulaski Technical

Artia Conley -             University of Arkansas

Ramisha Cox -         University of Central AR

Marquise Crump

Jacoby Davis

Jonathan Davis

Lavelle Davison -                      Wiley College

Torrie Finney -                    Pulaski Technical

Faith Foster -                                          Military

Aaron Hadley

 Kiyana Hart -                                       Mililtary

Alex Hillery -     University of Ark Pine Bluff

 Tyler Hughes -     Henderson St.  University

Delilah James -                                       Military

 Christopher Johnston -       Jackson St. Univ.

Michael Kelly - University of  Ark Pine Bluff

Darron Jones

Cornelius Jordan

Ashley King -                        Pulaski Technical

Marie Larff -                     Henderson St. Univ.

Cameron Lewis  -      Univ. of Ark Pine Bluff

Corey Matthews -     Univ. of Ark Pine Bluff

Steven Plant -                      Pulaski Technical

Aquon Roberts -

Da’Briel Sanders -        Paul Mitchell Beauty

Quinton Simmons -                             Military

Mason Stephens-    Univ. of Ark Little Rock

Nicholas Taylor -      Henderson State Univ.

William Tolbert

Roger Webb -                      Pulaski Technical

Tia Whitmore -                   Pulaski Technical

Asjah Wrather

Major Banks        Arkansas Baptist College

Marcus Johnson        Henderson State University

Jose Holloway       Henderson State University

Al Keaton       Grambling State University

Carlton Kelly       Pulaski Technical College

Tim Stewart    Philander Smith College

With his signature hair style,
you can’t help but notice Mason,
but there’s something that’s
even more unique about him
that you wouldn’t know unless
you get to know this young man.
Mason has a heart of gold, and
he has a burning desire to
please.

With all this young man has
been through, it would be easy
for him to not care, but Mason
has a never give up mentality.
Adopted at the age of four,
Mason speaks of P.A.R.K. as his
second home.  Mason said,
“Everyone here is for you, and

not everyone at school is for
you.” He has pushed himself to
the max and now look what we
have in front of us. This
McClellan High graduate will be
attending UALR this fall, and has
aspirations to become a future
community leader.

Mason is a diamond in the rough
that is not only going to make it,
but we feel that he will lead the
way showing our younger
students how to be yourself, still
respect others and remain
humble at the same time.

Mason received the ClearPointe
Technology, Inc. P.A.R.K. Student
of the Year Award for
graduating seniors.  With this
award, he received a monetary
gift along with a laptop
computer and printer.  He also
received the Estel Jeffery, Jr.
Leadership Award.

P.A.R.K. considers ourselves
blessed to have a student like
you represent our program.

“P.A.R.K. means
so much to me,
because of the
people that are
here.  The staff
wants nothing but
the best for us,”
says Devin
Coleman, a

2013/14 senior at Little Rock Central High
School.  When asked to fill out a student
profile questionnaire, Devin asked if he
could put his ‘whole’ name down.  “It’s,
Devin Deon Coleman, Jr.,” is what he tells
Mrs. Jackson, Community Outreach
Coordinator proudly.

That is just the type of person he is.  He
wants you to know the ‘whole’ Devin; the
one who enjoys playing basketball,
football (for the school), and reading.

However, there are other attributes that
he may not see in himself, but others
around him see that add to his
wholeness.

“When thinking about Devin Coleman, I
think about investments.  There are so
many people around the world investing
millions of dollars into something that
they believe in, trusting it will turn around
and produce something great.  That’s
how I see Devin.  I believe the time we
have spent depositing knowledge, skills,
and funding from our wonderful donors
who have invested into this great young
man, will see a great return.” Chris
Rudley, Student Life Manager and M.O.B.
–Men of Blessing sponsor say of Devin.

“Devin is one that P.A.R.K. will tell stories
about in the years to come to encourage
other students.”

 Total graduates -

 Entered College -

 On P.A.R.K. assisted

       scholarship -

Currently in/entering

       College -

College graduates -

Masters Degree -



 As any other company, new
and returning employees must attend
a training session; however, I, as well

as many other employees have never
attended a training session quite like
this.  Our training sets the tone for

the summer, and what a high
standard it is. Just the way we want
our students to feel they are being
brought into a family; the staff feels
that same welcome. We learn of each
other’s backgrounds, strengths and
lacking areas, while building one
another up and preparing ourselves
to embark on the rewarding and
sometimes challenging task to play
the role as parent, counselor, mentor,
confidant, disciplinarian, teacher, and
so much more.

As a group leader and
recreational supervisor, the six-week
journey of changing many hats in an
effort to be what the students need
begins. New students enter the

program, and are greeted with hugs
and smiling faces; while returning
students are rushing the staff to tell

them of the days between the
last day of the Fall program
and first day of the Summer,
as well as sharing stories with
eager ears of what they will
receive from P.A.R.K. and
staff.

The reward is seeing
our older students set the
right example, and becoming
leaders in their own right.
From encouraging the

younger students to participate in
group activities, pay attention in
class, clean up after themselves,

being respectful, to trusting the
staff – because
we will be there
for them. Seeing
the students get
“it," are the
bonuses we
receive that
motivates us to
give 100% to the
program.

We start
every day with
prayer, which is such
an important factor to
begin the day.
Followed by academics,
team building (to

include Bible Study, Community
Service, Educational trips, etc.)
activities, and then a time for
recreation.

Being a group leader allows
me to personally connect with a
certain number of students, while
tracking academic, behavioral, and
social progress. It affords me the
opportunity to build closer
relationships with the students, and
hopefully make an impact on their
lives as they are unknowingly making
one on mine.

One always feels like more
than just a staff member or just a
student at P.A.R.K.; you feel like you
are a part of something greater than

that, a part of a family
that truly cares about
your success and well
being. This program is
one of a kind.  I look
forward to coming to
work every day,
connecting with
students, and seeing
the positive change it
has on so many
lives.

P.A.R.K. Summer 2013, an experience like none other…

Joi Harris, Group Leader

Students signing up

for group huddles



P.A.R.K. knows that often times when hiring, it is the training ground for many young college graduates or students
pursuing their college degree to get quality experience.  Yes, you learn how to master any requirements and wear
many hats while working at P.A.R.K.  Unfortunately, because of the knowledge and skills learned on the job, peaks
the interest of others looking for head-strong, hard workers. Therefore, P.A.R.K. loses diligent workers along its path
of changing the lives of its youth.

Happily, P.A.R.K. has reacquired two of its former employees, only this time in different roles.  Jason Lanier and
Ryan Davis, former Student Life Managers have returned to help move the program in a more exciting direction.

When Jason Lanier was hired in 2005 as a Student Life Manager, he came in fired up and ready to make a difference
in the lives of the students of P.A.R.K.  Jason took his job seriously and always had ideas on how to improve upon
something already implemented or created new and stimulating things for the youth in the program.

In 2009, Lanier left P.A.R.K. to become the director of the Dalton Whetstone Boys & Girls Club, but when the opportunity to return to P.A.R.K.
came available, he leapt at the chance to get back where he got his youth mentoring start.

In 2012, Jason returned to P.A.R.K. as Program Director.  The first day he walked back through P.A.R.K.’s doors you knew he had arrived.  He began
putting people in place to shake things up. He says, “I bring passion to everything I do, but I think P.A.R.K. brings even more out of me.  I bring
organization and a level of professionalism.”

“Jason Lanier always had a heart for kids.  He originally wanted to be a coach, but his passion moved him into nonprofit,” said Keith Jackson,
President.  “Today he is doing an outstanding job coaching his staff to move P.A.R.K. students to success,” he added.

Jason Lanier is married to Sharon, and they have three busy boys; Derrick, Jacob, and Josh.  He enjoys hanging out with friends and being an
entrepreneur.

The same holds true for Ryan Davis.  Ryan too was hired by P.A.R.K. in 2005 as a Student Life Manager.  “Ryan
has an old spirit with a twist of humor,” said Melanie Jackson, Community Outreach Coordinator. “He is well
versed in many subjects and a lot of times I think he is much older than he really is.” Jackson continued to say.

Davis left P.A.R.K. as a full-time staff member in 2006 to go to law school, but stayed on as a tutor until the
summer of 2009.  He then became a part of a team that wrote the charter for and helped start Little Rock
Preparatory Academy, a public charter school.  In 2012, Davis returned to P.A.R.K. as the Curriculum
Coordinator.  He said his reasons for the return “are both selfish and selfless.”  “I came back right at the time I
began full-time pastoral ministry, so P.A.R.K. is a comfortable space that allows me to practice that.  I also feel I
am called to work with these kinds of kids.”

Keith Jackson said, “Mr. Ryan Davis was always the life of the party when he first started working at P.A.R.K.
His new role calls for him to be serious as the Curriculum Coordinator.  I’ve been extremely pleased with the
transition he has made.”

“P.A.R.K. is a place where work is meaningful, even the mundane everyday work.  It allows me to combine so many of the things that I am
passionate about; the gospel of Jesus, children, and education namely.”  Davis adds, it is also a vibrant place with vibrant people.”

Ryan Davis is married as well.  He and his wife Kimberly are the parents of two adorable daughters, Delaney and Sarah.  In his spare time, he enjoys
cooking, (especially Asian “styled” food), reading (try to read a book every week and at least 50 within a year), tennis (whenever he can,) and of
course talking.

P.A.R.K. is truly blessed to have these two men as a part of its mission of Changing lives one child at a time.

Moving forward to a better tomorrow.



“Engineer Your Future”

Jessica Jackson, Student Life Manager
P.A.R.K. would like to thank Harrison Energy Partners for providing our students with such an exceptional
S.T.E.M. experience this summer.

As of last summer, Angela Kuli and her father Bill Harrison, owner of Harrison Energy Partners, a HVAC
company located here in Little Rock, decided they wanted to give back. Mr. Harrison has always had a huge
passion for education and enabling students to do something they never knew was possible.  Mrs. Kuli had a
passion for educational outreach for STEM.  Together they decided what better way to give back than to
work with the students at P.A.R.K. “Our conviction is there are a lot of underrepresented students in the
workforce,” says Mr. Harrison. “We want to make sure the students are technically capable in order to meet
the future job requirements. We find it very important to host the students in a fun and experimental
atmosphere where they can explore their interests in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math.” So far, it

has proven to be beneficial even to the staff.

This summer’s theme was “Engineer Your Future.” Each student had the opportunity to listen to amazing speakers such as Dr. Nastassia Jones of
Philander Smith College and Marta Collier, the Education, Outreach and Diversity Director for the Arkansas ASSET initiative, and they even heard
from several medical students from the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. Each speaker really gave the students a lot of information about
why they chose their careers in STEM and how to tap into resources to help fund school and even get paid while they are studying.  We currently have
two former P.A.R.K. students taking advantage of the information they received and are studying Engineering in college.  Aside from the speakers, the
students also got an opportunity to build bridges using K’NEX. “Building bridges was my favorite part,” says Chasity Brown, a junior at Central High
School, “I like to take things apart and put it back together, so it was really a lot of fun.”

Overall, this has been a very insightful summer, even for me. I think it is such a blessing for the students to be exposed to such a wonderful
experience. When I was in high school, I wasn’t afforded the opportunity to learn about some of the things the students are learning now. If I had, I
think my career path would have been a lot different. I also think we will have a lot more engineering and medical students in the future because of
the STEM exposure. Mr. Harrison’s goal to enable the students to do something they never knew they could just may happen after all.  We look
forward to next summer, and all that Harrison Energy Partners has to offer.
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